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Fig. 1: Our approach can edit the talking head in a video with multiple freely controllable attributes, including head pose, facial
emotion and eye blink. Edited frames can be restored to their full frames while maintaining audio-visual synchronization.

ABSTRACT

We present a novel framework for talking head video edit-
ing, allowing users to freely edit head pose, emotion, and eye
blink while maintaining audio-visual synchronization. Un-
like previous approaches that mainly focus on generating a
talking head video, our proposed model is able to edit the
talking heads of an input video and restore it to full frames,
which supports a broader range of applications. Our pro-
posed framework consists of two parts: a) a reconstruction-
based generator that can generate talking heads fitting to the
original frame while corresponding to freely controllable at-
tributes, including head pose, emotion, and eye blink. b) a
multiple-attribute discriminator that enforces attribute-visual
synchronization. We additionally introduce attention modules
and perceptual loss to improve the overall generation quality.
We compare existing approaches as corroborated by quantita-
tive metrics and qualitative comparisons.

Index Terms— Talking head, video editing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Audio-driven talking face generation has developed signifi-
cantly in recent years, previous researchers[5, 6, 7, 8] tackle
the problems of generating talking head videos from source
audio. Although significant progress has been made in this
area recently, most focus on improving lip synchronization

while ignoring other vital factors related to overall natural-
ism, like head pose, facial expression, and eye blink. Some
previous works keep the original head pose and eye blinks
in a generated video, such as Wav2Lip [1]. Other works [9]
are able to generate head movements inferred from an audio
source, showing some degree of nature but not feasible to be
freely controlled. More recently, PC-AVS [3] successfully
applied head poses to its generated video by devising an im-
plicit low-dimension pose code that is extracted by a reference
video. EAMM [2] and GC-AVT [4] enables emotional talk-
ing face generation, which highly improves the quality and
diversity of generated faces. However, these approaches only
generate talking head videos from a source frame or a source
video, while the generated video can not be restored to the full
frame, limiting practical usage. Contradictorily, our proposed
method can edit the talking head area and restore it back to
the original video, leading to a much wider field of appli-
cations, such as video content editing, visual dubbing, and
remote classroom and online lectures. Although other stud-
ies [10, 11] managed to edit talking heads in videos to some
extent, they offer limited control over facial attributes and re-
quire complex 3D models for both training and inference.

In this paper, we design a reconstruction-based genera-
tor that can generate talking heads fitting the original frame.
On the encoder side, the input frames that are masked on
the head area are processed by a face encoder to embed face
features. An audio encoder processes a Mel spectrogram ex-



Table 1: We compare the features of our proposed approach with different existing methods for talking head generation and
editing. Specifically, Wav2Lip can edit in a full frame but lacks all the vital attributes for naturalism, while the other approaches
failed to perform full frame editing. EAMM and GC-AVT can generate emotional talking head videos. Besides, PC-AVS and
GC-AVT can apply head poses from reference videos, while our proposed method can adjust poses in free-view. Our approach
is the most flexible of existing approaches.

Methods Lip Sync Full-Frame Editing Head Pose Emotion Eye Blink

Wav2Lip [1] ✓ ✓ Copy source
EAMM [2] ✓ Copy source ✓

PC-AVS [3] ✓ Reference required
GC-AVT [4] ✓ Reference required ✓

Ours ✓ ✓ Free-view ✓ ✓

tracted from the target audio, and additional encoders process
head pose code, emotion code and eye blink code extracted
from the target video into embedded features. These are then
concatenated and fed to a decoder network with residual skip
connections. In this pipeline, our proposed generator tries to
in-painting the talking head out of masked frames while keep-
ing audio and additional attributes synchronized to the video.

Moreover, we extend the idea of the lip-sync discrimina-
tor in Wav2Lip [1] into a multi-attribute discriminator that
enforces not only the lip but also head pose and facial expres-
sion synchronization to the video. This enables a free-view
expressive talking head generation for our proposed model,
which significantly improves the accuracy and quality of our
generated results.

Our proposed framework allows users to synthesize talk-
ing head videos with multiple attributes, such as head pose,
emotion, and eye blinks. More importantly, our method en-
ables restoring the generated talking head back to where it
cropped, enabling editing videos in any size and scale. In
most scenes, we assume users prefer to see a talking per-
son, including hand and upper body movements, instead of
a talking head alone. A high-level comparison of similar ap-
proaches is summarized in Table 1.

In summary, in this work we present:
• A reconstruction-based generator that can generate talking

heads fitting to the original frame while corresponding to
freely controllable attributes, including head pose, facial
emotion, and eye blink.

• A multi-attribute discriminator that enforces attribute-
visual synchronization.

• By combining these two modules, our proposed model can
edit talking head videos in full frames on multiple attributes
during the synthesis with or without references, which is
one of the earliest attempts at this task.

2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Our model consists of three sub-components: a) encoders that
process multiple inputs into embedding features. b) a genera-
tor that generates frames corresponding to the input. c) a pre-
trained multi-attribute discriminator shared a similar structure
to encoders that can enforce attribute-visual synchronization.

An overview of the model is shown in Fig. 2.

2.1. Model Input

The input of our proposed model are as followings:
• Input frames are five source frames and five target frames

with the masked head area. The image size is 256× 256
• Audio input is Mel spectrograms calculated by corre-

sponding audio to the target frames.
• Head pose code is a b × 3 × t tensor that represents Euler

angles (yaw, pitch, and roll), which are predicted by a pre-
trained Hopenet [12].

• Emotion code is a b×7×t tensor that represents seven emo-
tion categories, calculated from a pre-trained RMN [13].

• Eye blink code is a b × 1 × t tensor that represents eye
openness, computed from face landmarks using dlib [14].

Here, b is the batch size, t is the time step in which we set
it to five. In the inference stage, the target frames could be
input frames themselves, and other attributes can be manually
defined or extracted from reference frames.

2.2. Model Architecture

Encoders. We use five different encoders to process different
input data with a similar structure, a stack of 2D convolutions,
as shown in the left side in Fig. 2. All the outputs are the same
as b×D× t, which are then concatenated together and fed to
the generator.
Generator. We use a similar generator as Wav2Lip, borrowed
initially from LipGAN ([15]), which is a stack of 2D convo-
lutions with transpose convolutions for up-sampling. Addi-
tionally, we adopt dual attention modules [16] into our gen-
erator to improve image generation quality. We train the gen-
erator using L1 loss and perceptual loss [17] that are com-
puted between generated frames and target frames. We also
adopt sync losses from Multi-Attribute Discriminator. we use
a blink loss that tries to improve the blink accuracy, calculated
by eye landmarks distance between the generated frames and
target frames.
Multi-Attribute Discriminator. Based on the observation
that Wav2Lip [1] has a significant improvement in lip syn-
chronization compared to other existing approaches, we as-
sume a pre-trained discriminator is highly efficient for syn-
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Fig. 2: Structure of our framework. The encoders embed inputs together and feed them into the generator, while the input
audio Mel spectrogram, head pose, emotion, and eye blink are extracted from target frames during the training stage. A set of
synchronization losses are then calculated by a pre-trained multi-attribute discriminator between generated frames and input
attributes to enforce attribute-visual synchronization.

chronization tasks. Therefore we extend the lip-sync discrim-
inator from Wav2Lip into a more powerful multi-attribute dis-
criminator, which not only processes audio and visual data but
also process additional features, including head pose code and
facial emotion code. We minimize the L2 distance between
embedding features that are generated from the face encoder
and those from other encoders.

Lsync = Laudio + Lpose + Lemotion (1)

Our full objective is formulated as follows:

Ltotal = Ll1 + λvLperceptual + λsLsync + λbLblink (2)

3. RESULTS

3.1. Datasets

We use 5 hours of youtube videos of Barack Obama, initially
collected by the Synthesizing Obama [18]. Besides that, we
manually collect 5 hours of President Joe Biden from youtube
and borrow part of the dataset proposed by Merkel Podcast
Corpus [19], which is also around 5 hours. We use 90% of
each dataset as a train set and 10% for validation. Currently,
our model is trained on a single person for higher accuracy.

3.2. Experiments

We choose two leading models in talking head generations.
Wav2Lip [1] can edit in full frames but is not capable of ap-
plying additional attributes, while PC-AVS [3] can change
head poses to its generated video but can not restore it to full
frames. We train Wav2Lip on the same datasets as our pro-
posed model. Regarding the PC-AVS model, we could not
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Fig. 3: Visual Quality Comparisons against existing ap-
proaches. Note that PC-AVS can only generate faces based
on one frame, while the Wav2Lip model and our proposed
model can restore the generated faces to the original frames.

train it on our datasets as the training code of PC-AVS has not
been publicly released. Therefore, we used the pre-trained
model on VoxCeleb2 [20] provided by the authors instead.

We set our problem as editing attributes in an input video,
that is, take attributes reference from another video, and ap-
ply head pose, emotion, and blink to the original video while
keeping its synchronization. We use the validation dataset as
described in Sec. 3.1. Specifically, we randomly select 100
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Fig. 4: Examples of Editing different types of attributes and restoring to the original frame.

Table 2: Quantitative comparison with existing approaches
using metrics.

Methods SSIM LMDm LMDf SyncNet

Wav2Lip [1] 0.71 0.57 1.39 5.67
PC-AVS [3] 0.68 0.63 3.16 4.39
Ground Truth 1.00 0.00 0.00 5.24

Ours 0.72 0.46 0.86 4.79

pairs of short videos in each dataset. For each pair, a video
will be used as input frames and audio, the other one is used
for attribute referencing.

Note that EAMM [2] model and GC-AVT [4] model does
not publicly release their code for evaluation since they have
been published very recently. Thus we are not able to com-
pare our results with these two methods. However, as dis-
cussed in Table 1, EAMM can only apply emotion and GC-
AVT can not change eye blinks, and both methods are not
capable of editing in full frames.

3.3. Quantitative Comparison

We use SSIM [21] to evaluate the video generation qual-
ity, SyncNet [22] scores and LMDm [23] to evaluate mouth
movements, LMDf to evaluate how well the expression, eye
blink fits the desired results. As shown in Table 2, the result
shows that our proposed model outperforms baseline models
in terms of generation quality and landmark accuracy. Note
that Wav2Lip is trained under the same SyncNet discrim-
inator, resulting in the highest SyncNet confidence scores.
However, our model is comparable in lip synchronization and
more flexible in many other aspects.

3.4. Visual Quality Comparison

We provide a qualitative comparison of results in Fig. 3 Ob-
viously, Wav2Lip fails to apply any changes since it only ac-
cepts audio input, while PC-AVS can change head poses prop-
erly. However, it is a one-shot generation model, which can
not give these changes back to the original frames. Baseline

Table 3: Ablation study using the FID metric. We evalu-
ate the effect of each element, which is described as head
Pose(P), Emotion(E), and eye Blink(B). The (A + P + E +
B) is our full model.

Methods SSIM LMDm LMDf SyncNet

A(Only Audio) 0.70 0.45 1.13 4.88
A + P 0.70 0.49 0.95 4.73
A + P + E 0.69 0.46 0.90 4.78

A + P + E + B 0.72 0.46 0.86 4.79

models also fail to apply emotion and eye blink, as pointed
out by the arrow.

3.5. Attribute Editing

Our proposed framework is able to fully control three dif-
ferent types of facial attributes, including head pose, facial
expression, and eye blink. An example of Editing different
facial attributes is shown in Fig. 4.

3.6. Ablation Study

We also conduct an ablation study to verify the effective-
ness of our multi-attribute discriminator. Each attribute is de-
scribed as head Pose(P), Emotion(E), and eye Blink(B). The
results are shown in 3, showing that performance increases
when corresponding elements are added.

4. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel framework that is able to edit
specific attributes of a talking head video while maintain-
ing audio-visual synchronization. Our proposed framework
is one of the earliest challengers at this goal, and evaluations
demonstrate that our model outperforms existing models. The
main limitation of our proposed model is that it may not be
able to generate satisfactory results when training with multi-
ple identities. We expect a general model that includes iden-
tity learning in our future research.
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